
THE FIRST HOURS: MIDNIGHT/DAWN, MONDAY, NOV. 15
(1) PRDA: Drive briskly west for eight blocks before van's shifter sticks in
second gear. Lose five minutes jimmying it loose.
(2) CADILLAC: Passes PRDA, zooms across 34th Street to Lincoln Tunnel in
three minutes.
(3) MG: New York native Perlow misses turnoff to Lincoln Tunnel, wanders
around west side docks for 15 minutes.
(4) LITTLE ROCK TANKERS: Zoom out of Manhattan, pass PRDA shortly
after reaching New Jersey Turnpike.
(5) FERRARI: Catches seven stoplights in a row in west side Manhattan.
(6) MOON TRASH: Roads clear, makes quick exit out of City.
(7) PRDA: While bustling along Interstate 78 in eastern Pennsylvania, the
engine rattles with an explosion and cab fills with smoke. Adamowicz diag-
noses trouble as a faulty crankcase breather system. The team jury rigs a
new breather out of a heater hose, hanging it out of right-side window (13
additional tremors occur during trip, without apparent damage).
(8) CADILLAC: Apprehended on the Pennsylvania Turnpike near Harrisburg
for 109 mph. Unbelievably, State Trooper lets them go.
(9) MG: Second gear synchro goes, double-clutching tried, to no avail.
(10) FERRARI: While everyone else cuts across Interstate 78 to Harrisburg,
they head north, over two-lane Route 46 to Interstate 80. Road is nearly
empty and average speed rapidly rises to 82 mph.
(11) TANKERS: Stopped for speeding near Harrisburg. State Trooper tries
hard to hustle Becky Poston, allegedly offering to pay her fine if she will
stay behind with him. She refuses, then Trooper threatens an additional
charge of smuggling gasoline (due to oversize tanks). They are dragged off
to a JP, where they pay a $15 fine and lose nearly an hour.
(12) CADILLAC: Narrowly avoids hitting deer on two separate occasions
near Washington, Pa.
(13) FERRARI: Rainstorm in mountains of central Pennsylvania reveals
jammed windshield wipers. Situation finally corrected after five minute
stop. Solution; much cursing and jiggling of wiper blades.
(14) TRAVCO: Leaves Red Ball. Parker is sick and remains so for first 14
hours of trip. (Blames illness on Polish kishkes served at lavish PRDA pre-
race party held at the Auto Pub restaurant in Manhattan.) Carey has a
sprained ankle suffered in loading the vehicle.

MONDAY FORENOON
(15) PRDA: Calculations indicate planned pace is too slow. Up cruising speed
to 100 mph.
(16) CADILLAC: Sails into Columbus, Ohio approximately 6.5 hours after
start.
(17) FERRARI: Cuts through Columbus from the north on Interstate 71. Inter-
sects with Interstate 70, placing all eight contestants on essentially the
same route.
(18) TANKERS: Pass crippled MG east of Columbus.
(19) MG: Failing transmission seal causes serious clutch slippage. Stop at a
Columbus British-Leyland dealer who indicates cause is hopeless. Perlow
drives Dawn to airport, then begins long, slow drive home.
(20) MOON TRASH: Passes Tankers west of Columbus.
(21) TANKERS: Once passed by Moon Trash, they decide their pace is too
slow. They trail Moon Trash at discreet distance until it stops for gas (actu-
ally running 200 yards shy of the gas station).
(22) CADILLAC: Arrested for speeding (approximately 110 mph) east of Indi-
anapolis. Taken to judge where fine of $33 is levied—50 minutes is lost.
(23) PRDA: Misses turnoff from Indianapolis bypass to Interstate 70, be-
comes only team to fail to "turn left" at Indy.

MONDAY AFTERNOON
(24) PRDA: Hard braking permits avoidance of radar trap on western edge
of St. Louis.
(25) TRAVCO: Frasson uses stock car experience to draft tractor trailers on
Interstate 70. Suction has radio antenna pointing straight forward.
(26) FERRARI: Averaging an effortless 83 mph. Team is relaxed, driving one-
handed in completely stable machine. Their confidence is building.
(27) AMX: Enters the chase, only to find Manhattan streets clogged with
traffic. Twenty minutes consumed reaching NJ Turnpike.
(28) MOON TRASH: When leaving gas stop near Rolls, Missouri, encounters
Tankers once again. The two vans run together for 20-30 miles, then Moon
Trash, being lighter and having more speed, pulls ahead.
(29) CADILLAC: Arrested for speeding on Turner Turnpike near Bristow,
Oklahoma. Runs out of gas simultaneously. Explanation that excessive
speed was an effort to "coast" to nearest gas station is ignored.
(30) MOON TRASH: After falling behind again due to gas stop, re-passes
Tankers in Tulsa freeway traffic.
(31) TANKERS: Stop east of Oklahoma City to add 165 gallons of gas. Twen-
ty minutes lost while trying to clear purchase with a credit card. Three miles
down road sediment in gas tank forces a change of fuel pumps. Lose anoth-
er 20 minutes.
(32) PRDA: Passes Tankers while Little Rock team is adding gas. Great dis-
play of honking and waving.

MONDAY EVENING
(33) FERRARI: Perhaps leading, drives into heavy rain, fog, thunderstorms at
Texas-New Mexico border.
(34) MOON TRASH: Continues to maintain rapid pace, possibly ahead on
elapsed time. Lose five minutes repairing a loose fan belt.
(35) PRDA: Encounters Moon Trash in East Texas Panhandle. After a long
struggle in rain, finally gains a 2-3 mile lead.
(36) TANKERS: Having run at a conservative pace, they decide they are
behind. They up speed, figuring "to hell with the police."
(37) CADILLAC: Continues to run on customary, flat-out, 100 mph schedule.
(38) MOON TRASH: The trouble starts with a mild vibration and a tendency
to steer to the right. They stop in Amarillo, Texas to check trouble—fearing a
wheel bearing has failed. Put car on lift; mechanic has no tools to pull wheel.
Lose 20 minutes; find out nothing. Two other stops provide no solution.
Right front tire tread is critically worn. Limp at 65 mph into Vega, Texas. It is
found that wheel weights have been lost. New weights added, but balance
not correct. Cragar wheels have special acorn lug nuts. Cannot find conven-
tional lug nuts for spare. Start out again, although vibration continues at
over 70 mph. Are running through heavy rain and fog when a large chunk of
tread lets loose on the unbalanced tire. Road is awash, but they manage to

struggle to a gas station, where a sleepy attendant cannot find a lug
wrench. Try again at Moriarty, New Mexico. No luck. Finally decide to press
on, at modest speeds. With time ticking away, they manage to chug into
Albuquerque, where an extremely cooperative Union 76 operator scavenges
some lug nuts off his own car, permitting them to fit the spare. Woefully
behind, having lost perhaps two hours, they nevertheless decide to contin-
ue to an honorable finish.
(39) PRDA: Make the only stop of the journey in Albuquerque when it is
realized that the on-board gas supply will not last. Using two pumps, 78
gallons are added and the portable toilet is emptied. Lose seven minutes.

MIDNIGHT/DAWN, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
(40) FERRARI: Moves into teeth of storm on the eastern slope of Continen-
tal Divide. Ice and fog slow pace, but worn rear tires with 40 pounds of air
(for high-speed running) make car nearly uncontrollable. Forced to run over
an hour at no more than 55 mph.
(41) CADILLAC: Accidentally leave behind credit card (and unpaid $14 bill)
at a gas station in Grants, N.M. Arrested by three police cruisers. Officers
have drawn their guns. Dragged back to police station where an explanation
is given. Back to gas station to sign card. Harsh words for the attendant
prompt another pickup by cops, who claim crew has "threatened the at-
tendant's life." More frantic explanations bring old warning to "Get out of
town." Lose 40 minutes.
(42) TANKERS: Left side exhaust pipe comes loose in the storm outside
Gallup, New Mexico. Repairs are made with a coat hanger.
(43) AMX: Nearing the halfway point, with the car still performing perfectly,
they decide to up the pace.
(44) PRDA: Aware that sedate travel at the beginning of trip was a mistake,
they begin to run harder, but bad weather makes speed difficult.
(45) FERRARI: Skittering along on ice, it is passed by the Cadillac. The
shocked crew, who figure they are far ahead at this point, chases the Caddy
to Arizona-New Mexico border, where they are caught up at a vegetable
inspection station.
(46) CADILLAC: Equally shocked at sighting the Ferrari, they suddenly real-
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